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INTRODUCTION

Los Alamos National Laboratory has performed a comprehensive probabilistic safety
assessment (PSA) that includes consideration of external events for the weapons-
production was!es stored in tank number 241-SY-101, commonly known as Tank 101-.SY,
as configured m December 1992. This tank, which periodically releases ("burps') a
gaseous mixture of hydrogen, nitrous oxide, ammonia, _d nitrogen, was ana!.yzed.because
Of public safety concerns associated with the potential for release of radioactive tank
contents should this gas mixture be ignited during one of the burps.

In an effort to mitigate the burping phenomenon, an experiment is underway in which
a large pump has been inserted into the tank to determine if pump-induced circulation of
the tank contents will promote a slow, controlled release of the gases. This PSA for Tank
101-SY, which did not consider the pump experiment or future tank-remediation activ!ties,
involved three dtstinct tasks. First, the accident sequence analysis identified and quanufied
those potential accidents whose consequences result in tank material release. Second,
characteristics and release paths for the airborne and liquid radioactive source terms were
determined. Finally, the consequences, primarily.onsite and offsite potential health effects
resulting from radionuclide release, were estimated, and overall risk curves were
constructed. An overview of each of thcsv tusks and a sara_c,ary of the o'¢crall results of the
analysis are presented in the following sections.

t

ACCIDENT-SEQUENCE FREQUENCIES

The accident-sequence analysis task started wi_ a master logic diagram to identify the
potenti.al initiating events, which then were grouped rote the 11 categories given in Table I.
These initiator groups included external events, such as earthquakes and airplane crashes,
and internal events, such as gas releases (burps) and liquid leaks. Next, event trees, whose



Table 1. Initiating event groups

'_'...'.i. ' ...!nitlating'EventGRouP .............................................................
CODE................ DEscRiP_rioN ................... """F_xAMPI,E CAUSALEVENTS....

PSB PrimaryTankShellBreach Tank ShellCorrosion
DrillingContactwithTank
Excavation.ContactwithTank ......

'DB .........T_k DomeBreach • VehicleOverloadsDome
WaterOverloadsDome
.H.eavy.L.oadDrpo_d over.Dome

........RVB RiserorVentiiaiionLineBreach VehicleImpactwith Above-GroundEquipmeni '
...... HumanErrorrTankLeft._.n

..... FBI' ' Tank ExhaustHEPAFilterBreach ExhaustFilterBreach
......... ExhaustFilterBlockage .................

LOTV Lossof PrimaryTankVentilation Lossof PowertoVentFan
VentFan Failure
VentilationInletBlockage ...............

...... LosP Lossof'Tank"#_' 0frsi'ieP0wer " '
Wl ' WaterIntrusionEvent ....... TankInun_ted bYTransferSpil'l' '

TankInundatedbyRawWaterLeak
TankInundatedbyHeavyPrecipitation

wT" Waste_'ransfer............ ..... NewWasteTransfersfromOtherFacilities
SaltWellTransfersto CollectorTank
LtquldTransfersto 242-AEvaporator

.............................. S!_ Transfersfrom242:'AtODSTankSt°rage
"i............SEIS.'..........Seismt.c.Event ............................................

AIRCRSH AircraftCrash
iiiiilU|l, HI i i i I|H[I ii i IHII ii IH iii I ii [i

BURP BoundGas Release WasteTumo'ver........ -
SetsmicEvent
WaterIntrusion

i i 11 II N , iiiJI iii ii .......... ............. i i iiiiii iiiii

branches represent chemical and nuclear phenomena, hardware responses, and emergency
operator res_.onses, were constructed for the important initiating-event group.s. After ini-
tiator identification and event-tree construction, accident sequences were built by linking
the initiating event for a particular event-tree path with the events on that path. The
accident-sequences were linked in a manner that allowed for event-tree top dependencies to
be identified. Finally, the accident sequences were quantified using the RISKMAN code 1
by combining initiating-event frequency estimates with the branch point probabilities, or
split fractions, for the occurrence of each event on the event-tree p,aths. An important
aspect of this process was quantificauon of the branch-pomt probabilities. This was done
usmg.a combination of tank ,farm historical operating datab ,ases and occurrence reports,
generic component/system fatlure data, and specific deterministic analyses for Tank 101-
SY. All of thts effort entailed considerable interactton with Westinghouse Hartford
Company (WHC) tank farm operattons personnel, as well as analysts at Los Alarnos and
WHC who had performed other related safety analyses.

RELEASE SOURCE TERMS

The source-term characterization task involved identify.ing factors that influence the
magnitude and timing of a radionuclide or toxic gas (ammonta) release, as well as defining
release categories for actAde,t-sequence grouping. Multiple deterministic analyses were
necessary for modeling material release mechanisms for the various accident sequences,
thereby providing esttmates for the quantity of material and energy revolved in each case.
Here again, considerable use was made of safety-related analyses performed by others.
Recent core-sample analyses for the contents of Tank 101-SY were used to characterize
the radionuclide composition of the source terms. To facilitate the comparison of high-
frequency/low-consequence accidents with low-frequency/high-consequence accidents and
to keep the number of calculations within a reasonable bound, the sequences were grouped
t _, , ,It

into 12 release categories based on the release pathway and radionuchde content (Table 2).
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Table 2. HTF PEA release category definition table

................................................................. _LEASE "
RADIONUCLIDE CATEGORY

RELEASEPATHWAY ....... CONTENT _ CODE
.........To Atmosphere Throu_ 'HEPA None TG

HEPABypassed Low BPL
HEPABreached Low HEPAL
HEPABreached High HEPAH
DomeCollapsed High DCH

............. DomeCollapsed ........ : .... VeryHigh _flre)..... DCVH
......TO'Ground SubterraneanLeak Small ELK

SubterraneanLe_ ........................ ..Large.......... LLK
....To Atmosphere " Infiltration/SurfaceSpill Small SSP

TransferFailure/SurfaceSpill Large LSP
(NA 101.SY)

andGround DomeCollap_ + SmallLeak High DCSLK
............................. DomeCollar_se+ LargeLeak.... High DCLLK

Excluding the possibil!ty of an airplane crash, these analyses generally showed that air-
borne releases are relauvely small because of the lack of an energetic dispersal mechanism.

The potential hquid-pathway source terms were classified as small (< 5000 gal.) or
large (>5000 gal.), with an upper bound based,on both historical tank farm experience and
the volume of leakable liqmd currently contamed.in Tank 101-SY. For the purposes of
estimatmg consequences of liqmd leaks, the scenario adopted was liquid travelinground-
water to the Columbia River and delayed exposure of down-nver populations via drinking
water. This obviates the need to develop onsite exposure scenarios based on hypothetical
assumptions about future land use. Even though the tank leaks may be large in terms of
contained curies, their health effects are less severe because many radioisotopes remain
bound to the soil in nonsoluble form, reaching the Columbia River only after a lengthy
delay time, during which most of the radioactivity decays away.

CONSEQUENCES OF RELEASES

The consequence analysis provided estimates of radiological and limited chemical
health risks forboth onsite workers and offsite residents via the airborne and groundwater
pathways. Because of the large onsite worker population in relatively close proximity to
the 200 West Tank Farm Area (the location of Tank 101-SY), the airborne dose
consequences to this group also were included. The airborne-transport population doses

were calculated with AP-RISK, 2 a computer code recently developed.at Los Alamos for
calculating dose consequences resulting from waste tank accidents. It _sbased on an rote-
grated Gaussian puff model and includes features for treating large particle settling, as well
as modeling discrete populat!on clumps--both refinements needed for the onsite popula-
tion groups. The code calculates a complete conditional dose distribution function based
on a matrix of 576 meteorological conditions of wind speed, direction, and stability class.
Plume-rise modeling was included in those ,ca_s involving, a fire. This result, m combina-
tion with the source-term mag,mtude and d_stnbution, defined the airborne consequences
for a particular accident scenario.

The offsite liquid doses were estimated with a modified version of RESRAD,3 a code
devclo ed for lannin- cleanup and remediation activities by Argonne National LaboratoryP o " ,I " , t

under _OE sponsorsla_p. In performing the hquid pathway transport analysts, a variety of
water infiltration rates were considered that covered' the range from current arid climate
conditions to a possible future shift to a much wetter climate. Measured properties for the
soft layers underlying the 200 West Area were used in the calculations. The conclusion
from the analysis was that the fiver-integrated population doses are independent of the
infiltration rate, primarily because the dose is dominated by the isotopes 99Tc and 129I,
which both move with the groundwater and have very long half-lives, so they do not decay
appreciably during the transport delay time to reach the fiver. The shorter half-life 90Sr
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and 1 Cs.are retained more readtly m the sot!s, so they have decayed by. the .time the.y.
reach the river. Although they have long half-hves, the transuranic are retained m the sod
and are delayed so long that they do not appear at the river for more than 10,000 yr. Doses
occurring this far in the future have not been included in the PSA consequence analysis.

OVERALL RISK RESULTS

The final results of the risk analysis are the unconditional risk curves, which present
the relationship between the frequency of occurrence of.the radionuclide release categories
(given in Table 2) and the level of damage (radtologtcal doses),caused by the release.
Figures 1 and 2 present the mean .c,omposite risk curves for onslte and .offslte airborne
exposures, respecttvely. The conmbutions of each of the release categories to the com-
posite curve also ar.eshown. Even though hundreds of accident ,sequenceswere quantified,
the burp/burn-mitmted sequences emerged as the highest contributors to the risk. These
accident sequences begin when the hydrogen released by a burp ignites because of the
presence of a ventilation system ignition source. The resulting burn then propagates back
into the _, causing pressure loads that _.e sufficient to cause confinement failure, such
as high-efficiency-particulate-art filter failure. Aportton. of the tank contents then Is
released directly into the environment and dispersed downwind. Although other sequences
are more.probable (such as a burp without burn, whtch releases ammonia gas), they r.esult
in essen.tiailyno health or environmental effects. Other sequences, such as those ini_ated
by an atrplane crash, have more serious consequences, but they are much less hkely.
Natural phenomena, such as earthquakes, hngh winds, ashfall, etc., did not prove to be
sigmficant risk contributors.

The mean risk (summation of the product of frequencies and consequences for all
release categories) represented b_,the onstte andoffsite curves presented in the two figures
are 1.5 person-re._.yr [7.5 x 10-4 additional latent cancer fatalittes (LCFs)].and 20person-
rem/yr (0.01 addtttonal LCFs). This is approximately 3 orders of magmtude below the
health effects resulting from natural background radiation. Clearly, the onsite and offs!te
individual risks are substantially below the DOE safety goals, even using 95th percentile
results.

The risk curve for the liquid.pathway doses is.presented in.Fig. 3. For an infiltration
rate of 0.2 cm/yr, which corresponds to current chmatic condittons, the time to reach the
Columbia River is about 2000 yr, and the total dose exposure is accumulated over a time of
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about 300 yr after radionuclides reach the river. The additional LCF corresponding to this
exposure is 2.5 x 10-7.

The conclusions from this PSA for Tank 101-SY may not be valid for other high-level
waste tanks, which may have different chemical or radionuclide source terms, or for the
whole waste tank farm complex, where common-cause failures, such as earthquakes, may
be important. However, the princtpal consequences of any Tank 101-SY severe accident
wouldbe environmental, programmatic, and economic costs. For example, a large leak
from Tank 101-SY would be perceived as a significant environmental insult and probably
require an expenditure of tens of millions of dollars for containment, clean-up, and disposal
operations. Furthermore, alternative storage and other remedtation activities, such as
construction of a replacement tank for Tank 101-SY, would be viewed suspiciously by the
public. Likewise, a Tank 101-SY burp/burn accident, even with limited health effects,
would reduce public confidence and jeopardize future remediation efforts.

It is clear that a compreher.sive safety analysis is necessary before the initiation of any
major project. Such an analysis should quantify risk from past and future operations and
compliance, compare remediation effects with the costs and risk associated with continued
short- and long-term operations, and evaluate the benefit of proposed remediation work.
The results from such analyses will maximize DOE's ability to make long-term decisions
regarding operations at the Hanford high-level waste tank farm.

A complete, detailed description of the methodologies and results for this study is
given in Re('. 4.
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